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MY FIRST TIME
GOING SOLO

Back in 1998, I left the relatively small town of Derry and went to
university in Liverpool. I kept hearing people talk about just being back
from a 'gap year' before starting university. I literally had never heard of
it before. I then went from being a skint student with lots of university
debt straight into full time employment in London. I had always
dreamed of taking that big trip, but living in one of the most expensive
cities in the world wasn't exactly kind on my savings account. 

My friends shared similar dreams of taking an epic, life-changing trip,
but our dream destinations, budgets and timelines were all so
different. I began to wonder if this was something I could do on my
own. There wasn't the same flood of online content celebrating "brave,
adventurous women blazing their own trail" in the travel space. Gender
aside, solo travel wasn't as common as it is today. 

But I was determined to make it happen, so I booked a ticket to the
most exotic place I could think of - Jamaica. And so, my enduring love
for solo travel was born.



WHY TRAVEL
SOLO?
In a word , solo travel is transformative .

Or , at least , it has the power to be . 

Left to your own devices , relying solely

on intuition and the kindess of

strangers , venturing out into the world

on your own is a leap of faith that

almost always results in an important

lesson learned . 

Whether its your first solo trip or your

tenth , every time you set off on your

own , you invite the opportunity for

adventure and growth . Not to mention ,

a whole lot of fun .



NEW ZEALAND

BEST DESTINATIONS
FOR SOLO TRAVELLERS

It seems there 's no end to the adventures
you can have in this tiny island nation .

With an excellent safety rating for solo
female travellers , an incredibly high
standard of living and some of the most
breathtaking scenery on the planet , New
Zealand is perfect adventurous types
going it alone .

On the South Island , you 'll be busy skiing ,

hiking , kayaking , bungy jumping and jet
boating in the resort town of
Queenstown , or road tripping to majestic
spots like Milford Sound and Mount Cook .

On the North Island , places like Tongariro
National Park , Rotorua and Lake Taupo
will take your breath away . 

Kiwis are notoriously friendly so you 'll
have no trouble finding help if you need
directions , restaurant recommendations
or someone to grab a drink with .

JORDAN
Given its location , you might be surprised
to see Jordan on this list . But despite
bordering the likes of Syria , Iraq and 

 Israel , Jordan has managed to maintain
its neutrality (and safety), offering a
gentle introduction to the Middle East for
solo travellers . 

There are countless ancient ruins to
explore , salty seas to float in and
delicious cuisine to taste , as well as a
fascinating history spanning over
thousands of years to discover . 

Of course , respecting local customs is key
to ensuring a positive experience . Some
popular tourist sites are more relaxed but
covering your shoulders , legs and head in
public is a must . 

THAILAND
From backpackers to billionaires , Thailand
has drawn travellers in for decades with its
gorgeous beaches , strings of tropical islands ,

rich cultural heritage , tasty food and buzzing
cities . More recently , it 's become a hub for
remote workers , or "digital nomads ," many of
which choose to go solo . 

On the whole , Thailand is a budget-friendly
destination with a variety of accommodation
styles , from hammocks strung up in hostel
dorms to 5-star resorts splayed out on
pristine beaches . 

Getting around is fairly easy too with plenty
of local transport available (Tuk Tuks will
become your favourite method of
transportation !) , plus ride share apps like
Uber and Grab widely available .

Thailand is known as the Land of Smiles so
expect friendly , welcoming locals who are
happy to share their culture with you .

From diving and island hopping along the
coast to nightclubbing and shopping in
Bangkok , there 's something for every kind of
traveller in Thailand . 



Costa Rica is arguably one of Central
America 's safest countries , and a growing
influx of digital nomads is making it even
more solo traveller-friendly . 

Nature-lovers will be spellbound by the
unspoilt jungle landscapes , home to
monkeys , sloths , toucans and macaws .

Foodies can tour local farms and learn about
coffee production , one of the countries
largest exports . And beach bums can soak up
the sun on the stunning beaches that wrap
around the coastline . 

A few great places for solo travellers include
Tamarindo , Santa Teresa , Puerto Viejo and La
Fortuna . They 're common stops on the
backpacking route so you 'll have no trouble
meeting new people . 

If you 're looking for a total escape from the
everyday , opt for a multi-day retreat . Costa
Rica has plenty ! Spend a week learning how
to surf , or join a yoga retreat in the rainforest ;
or skip the yoga and go full luxury at an all-
inclusive spa retreat .

JAPAN
Few places blend ancient traditions with
modern innovation as well as Japan . Its
low crime rate , easily navigable transport
networks and kind locals make it an ideal
spot for a solo expedition . 

The best way to explore cities like Kyoto ,

Tokyo and Osaka is to buy a rail pass and
take the lightning fast bullet train
between cities . 

You 'll discover temples and teahouses ,

hot springs and hiking trails , and all the
sushi you could ever imagine . Be
prepared for a few "culture shocks" like
vending machines dispensing underwear
and high-tech toilets that do the
cleaning for you . . .

Be sure to spend at least one night in a
traditional ryokan , where you ’ll sleep on a
tatami mat and enjoy a typical Japanese
breakfast .

DENMARK
Widely considered one of the happiest
and safest countries in the world , it 's no
surprise Denmark attracts a huge number
of solo travellers every year . Its trendy
capital , Copenhagen , has a buzzing
dining and bar scene , a gorgeous
waterfront precint and plenty of green
spaces to veg out in . 

Further out , the country is dotted with
Viking ruins , scenic bike paths and
beautiful castles .

While not exactly a wallet-friendly
destination , Denmark does have plenty of
accommodation varying budgets . 

Most Danes speak excellent English so
asking for directions or local tips is a
breeze . 

COSTA RICA



TOP 5 SOLO
TRAVEL TIPS

02 START SMALL
Don't be afraid to start small.
Maybe eat out a few times or go
out for a drink by yourself
somewhere more local or
familiar or try a weekend 
break away on your own.

03 JOIN A TOUR
Consider an organised group
tour for your first solo trip. There
are some fantastic options for all
budgets, age groups and
interests these days. These are
especially great if you have a
short amount of time and 
want the benefits of having your
days planned for you with other
people.

04 FREE WALKING
TOURS
Make use of free walking tours.
Join up with a group the first day
you arrive so you can familiarise
yourself with the area and meet
fellow travellers. This is another
great reason why you should keep
your itinerary flexible. If you meet
some great people who you want
to keep exploring with, you can
re-jig your plans and take
opportunities as they come along.

05 TALK TO AN
EXPERT
If the planning process is a little
overwhelming or you just need a
bit of advice on where and when
to go, reach out to a travel agent.
It's literally our job to help you
plan the most epic travel
experience and we love helping
people get out of their comfort
zone.

01 RESEARCH
Do your research. The internet is
a wonderful resource. Use it.
Don't forget the guide books
too, but be weary on their date
of publication.
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